SHANK’S® CUSTOM MOBILE TREATMENT STOCK
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

General Information
Our first Shank’s® Mobile Treatment Stock was built in 2000 and was designed to be completely mobile
and pull behind a vehicle to allow a veterinarian to perform equine dentistry in the field. The Treatment
Stock is hauled in a “folded up” condition, and is hinged and pivots 90° to sit flush with the ground for use.
The Mobile Stock weighs approximately 1,700 lbs. without any instruments/tools.

Stock Frame
The Stock frame is made of 2" schedule 40 pipe. The overall size of the Stock is 27" wide inside x 72"
long inside x 90" high overall. The floor of the Stock is tongue and groove wood. The Stock is “folded up”
and hinged by use of a hand crank/winch with an affixed nylon strap. The Stock can be lowered and
raised easily by one person.

Trailer
The Stock is hauled on a trailer frame that includes 15" tires, ball and hitch, and lights for legal road use.
The torflex axle assures easy hauling.

Kickboards
The Stock comes with two padded kickboards; one on the front and one on the rear. Each kickboard is
hinged for opening, and is padded on the inside with Shank’s® Adhered Wall Pad.

Sides
The exterior side (side farthest from the trailer) of the Stock is a pipe rail that is hinged for opening. The
interior side (side closest to the trailer) is solid sheet on the bottom with a pipe rail above.

Accessories
The Stock is equipped with a removable tool tray that is attached to the front of the Stock to hold
necessary dental tools. The Stock has a variety of pulleys and halter ties to allow the veterinarian to
secure the animal in a variety of positions during dental procedures.

Options
Equipment Storage Box- An equipment storage box is available as an option and would be mounted on
the hitch of the Stock.
Rubber Floor- 1/4" rubber flooring can be installed on the floor of the Stock to provide a non-slip surface.
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